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Zylight Shows New Pro-Palette Wall Washer,
Pro-Zoom Ellipsoidals at InfoComm 2017
LOS ANGELES – May 16, 2017 – Zylight, a leading manufacturer and distributor of
innovative LED lighting solutions, will demonstrate its lighting solutions for live events,
corporate spaces, and production studios at InfoComm 2017 (Booth 2570), which runs
June 14-16 in Orlando, Fla. New products include the Pro-Zoom line of LED zoom
ellipsoidal lights and Pro-Palette LED asymmetric wall washer. Plus, Zylight will
showcase lighting and power solutions from a select group of manufacturers it
distributes across North and South America, including Aladdin, FXLION, NanGuang,
and Rayzr 7.
Designed for theatres and TV studios, the 350-watt Pro-Palette has enough output to
cover a 25-foot cyc wall, and up to four fixtures can be daisy chained. The RGBWconfigured fixture allows for pure white light or any variation of saturated color. Built for
floor use or truss mount, the Pro-Palette features an intuitive control panel for smooth
0-100 percent dimming as well as integrated DMX operation.
Developed as high-powered ellipsoidal or gobo projectors for television stages,
broadcast news studios, and live theatre, Zylight’s Pro-Zoom fixtures are available in
tungsten (3200K) or daylight (5600K). A double condenser optical system delivers clean
and precise gobo projection, and Pro-Zoom stays cool during operation, so delicate
materials such as acetate films can be used to create low-cost, customized color gobos
using an inkjet or laser printer. The Pro-Zoom product family features three, 200w lights:
the Pro-Zoom Wide, with a 30-55 degree beam width; Pro-Zoom Medium, with an 18-36
degree beam; and Pro-Zoom Narrow, with an 8-22 degree beam. Zylight also offers the
Pro-Zoom Plus Narrow, which features a brighter 230w LED engine and 8-22 degree
beam width.
“Zylight has a variety of lighting solutions for corporate video, houses of worship, and
live events. We are excited to show off our new Pro-Zoom and Pro-Palette lights for the
first time at InfoComm,” said Joe Arnao, president of Zylight. “The Pro-Zoom is a great

choice if you need focusing flexibility in an LED solution, and the Pro-Palette is an
affordable way to light your studio chromakey or add an even splash of color to your
backgrounds.”
Rayzr 7 is the latest addition to Zylight’s distribution network. Compact and lightweight,
all Rayzr 7 lights offer spot/flood focus, integrated DMX control, AC/DC power options,
and approximately 50,000 hours of runtime. There are four Rayzr 7 models, the 300
(300W) and 200 (200W) daylight and 300B (150W tungsten or daylight) and 200BM
(100W tungsten or daylight) bi-color models.
Zylight will also show NanGuang’s affordable LED Fresnels and soft panel lights, which
deliver excellent light quality and are ideal for small corporate or educational studios.
Also on display, Aladdin’s BI-FLEX family of flexible LCD panels is available in three
sizes up to 200 watts. All BI-FLEX lights are dimmable, offer adjustable color
temperature, allow a variety of mounting options, and deliver up to 98 CRI. The splashproof light includes a professional-grade dimmer with integrated battery plate and DMX
controls. And to power it all, Zylight will demonstrate FXLION’s full line of Li-Ion battery
and power systems for lighting, cameras, and monitors.

ABOUT ZYLIGHT LLC
Founded in 2003, Zylight LLC is the leading manufacturer and distributor of intelligent
LED lighting instruments for the film and video production industry. Every model in its
easy-to-use lighting system produces fully calibrated bright white light, while some also
provide a spectrum of adjustable colors without gels. Wireless control and DMX
integration, as well as AC or DC power options, are available. Plus, Zylight is also the
exclusive distributor throughout North and South America for Aladdin flexible
panels, Rayzr 7 high-output Fresnels, LDDE color wash systems for theater and stage,
USHIO follow spots, NanGuang cost effective Fresnels, and FXLion portable power
solutions. With more than 100 dealers worldwide, Zylight continues to develop and
distribute innovative LED lighting solutions to deliver the right tools for the job. Find out
more at www.zylight.com.
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